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POLICY
 
It shall be the policy of the Siuslaw Valley Fire and Rescue to account for the location and safety of all
emergency personnel within an emergency perimeter at an emergency event.

 
REFERENCES

 
A.    N.F.P.A 1500 6-1.6

N.F.P.A 1561
 

DEFINITIONS
 

Company Officer:  Officers and acting officers in charge of piece of fire/rescue apparatus including the
assigned personnel.

 
Emergency Event and/or Incident:  Any situation to which the fire department responds to deliver
emergency service including, but not limited to, rescue, fire suppression, medical assistance and other
forms of hazard control and mitigation.

 
Emergency Incident Perimeter:  Any area, where for safety reasons, the public is not allowed access.

 
Helmet Shield:  A plasticized shield backed with Velcro that attaches to the front of a member’s helmet.
 The helmet shield has numbers and/or letters identifying a command, company unit, or administrative
assignment.

 
Incident Termination:  The conclusion of fire department operations at the scene of an incident, usually
the departure of the last unit from the scene.

 
Name Tag:  A Velcro-backed plastic tag with a member’s name.

 
Passport:  Approximately 2” x 4” boards of Velcro and plastic used to identify and account for members
and teams.  MEMBERS AFFIX NAME TAGS TO PASSPORTS.

 
1. Primary Passport:  White flexible passport that is given to the accountability officer/gatekeeper or

attached to the dashboard of the assigned fire vehicle if the team leader is committed to the call and
has passed his responsibilities.

2.    Back-up Passport:  White passport that is marked with a “B’ and is used by crews that arrived at
assigned apparatus after the primary passport is already made-up.

3.    Reserve Passport:  Red passport that is always maintained on the assigned apparatus and has the
name tags of crew involved in the emergency event attached.  

 
Passports are transferred to the accountability officer when a team or company physically
reports to incident scene.  The accountability officer returns the passport to the team leader
when the company is reassigned.

 
Status Board:  Inside the incident support van, a board with Velcro strips that is used by the
accountability officer to attach the passports of teams that correspond to their assignment by
division/location or task.

 
      The passports are maintained on the status board until the team is reassigned to a different

command function.  In the event an emergency accounting is necessary, the Incident Commander  
     and the Accountability Officer uses the passports on the status board to account for teams.
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division/location or task.
 
      The passports are maintained on the status board until the team is reassigned to a different

command function.  In the event an emergency accounting is necessary, the Incident Commander  
     and the Accountability Officer uses the passports on the status board to account for teams.

 
Teams:  Any member of a work group of two or more firefighters who are assigned together at an
emergency event. Team members are responsible for the safety of each other and must know the
location and condition of their team members so as to provide immediate direct help.

 
J.   Team Leader:  The member who directs the operations of an assigned team of firefighters.
 
K.   Incident Commander:  Officer or firefighter assuming the command function within the Incident
      Command System.                            
 

Incident Command System:  The management system that is utilized to direct the fire department      
 resources during any emergency event.

 
M. Red Zone (hot zone):   The area of “immediate danger” closest to the actual emergency scene.  It is    

        usually defined as the area between the first arriving fire apparatus and the emergency scene.  
 

N.   Green Zone (cold zone):   The area outside the red zone and outside the immediate danger zone.
 

 
PROCEDURE
 
A.   Siuslaw Valley Fire and Rescue personnel shall use the EMERGENCY INCIDENT

       ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM utilizing the passport procedures as
adopted by the Oregon State Fire                        Marshal, in conjunction with the Incident Command System
to identify and account for individual                          members of a team and their emergency scene assignment.
 
 

RESPONSIBILITY
 
A.   Through the Incident Accountability Officer (gatekeeper), the Incident Command Officer shall use
                 the Passport System to account for those firefighting personnel assigned to any emergency

event.
 

B.   Every person assigned to any emergency event shall maintain an awareness of each other’s physical  
                      condition and shall use the incident command system to request help, relief and/or reassignment of
fire                                 fatigued or injured personnel.
 

C.    Company Officers, Team Leaders, and individual Firefighters are accountable for the safety of them-      
                                selves and other members of their assignment.  Assigned firefighters shall maintain constant
awareness                  of the position and function of all members working in the same assignment.  Team
members must be in        contact with each other through one of the following methods:
 

1.    Voice  (face to face, not by radio)
2.    Visual
3.   Touch   (EXCEPTION:  Radio or telephone contact is permissible for apparatus

                                    operators, chief officers, command assignments, team leaders, etc.,
                     where locations of such personnel is constant and is known by the

               remainder of the assigned personnel.)
4.     If a team member is in trouble, the others shall take appropriate action to:       

Provide direct assistance
Call for assistance
Go get assistance

5.     Members will stay together as a team and/or buddy system when assigned during an
              emergency event and/or as otherwise directed by a superior officer in the

Incident
        Command System.
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D.  Maintenance of Helmet Shields and Passports: Team Leaders shall be responsible to supervise the            
              maintenance and proper placement of helmet shields and passports during an emergency event.

 
Team Leaders are responsible for members under their direct assignment.  When a Team is
split away to a different assignment, that Team Leader or Supervisor is accountable for that
Team.  

 
 

PASSPORT SYSTEM CONPONENTS
 
A.  Materials
 

The Passport System utilizes removable helmet shields, primary and back-up passports, name
tags and status boards.
Helmet Shields:  Each apparatus shall have a reflective helmet shield for each member likely
to be assigned on that apparatus.  The purpose of the helmet shield is to clearly identify the
member as being a part of the Siuslaw Valley Fire and Rescue and the apparatus/unit to which
the member is assigned.  
All helmet shields are to be kept at a location that is on the apparatus and convenient for the
members to access, when not actually applied to the helmet.
Helmet shields shall be in a place on the firefighter’s helmet BEFORE task assignment.

 
B.    Passports
 

The purpose of the passport is to provide accountability of team members after entering an
emergency incident scene.
Types of Uses of Passports:

a.    Primary Passport (white):  Shall be carried by the team leader and given to the
       Incident Commander or the Accountability Officer before entering the

emergency        scene.  If the team leader passes command to another company,
then the passport        shall be attached to the dashboard of the apparatus at its
assigned location.  

b.    Back-up Passport (White with letter “B”):  This is for use as identification when the
         Primary Passport is not available.   There must be a team of two (2) to use a

Back-up                Passport and it is used in the same manner as a Primary
Passport.

c.    Reserve Passports (Red):  This passport always remains on the apparatus and the
        Team Leader(s) will attach the names of everyone who is on a Primary

Passport or            Back-up Passport.  Primary Passport names will be attached in a horizontal
fashion        and Back-up names will be attached in a vertical manner at the
bottom of the          Reserve Passport.

 
C.    Name Tags
 

1.     Each member of the fire department shall maintain four name tags on the underside of the rear
             brim of the helmet.

2.     NAME TAGS MUST BE ATTACHED TO PASSPORTS BEFORE RESPONDING WITH  
        ASSIGNED APPARATUS.
3.    The team leader is the first name on the passport (on top) and the apparatus operator’s passport

         is placed on the bottom, upside down.
                                               4.    Name tag flags

a. Name tag flags will be a small colored marker on the right side of those name tags    
        that have certain emergency scene limitations or special certification.                                                                         
                                                                                             

Red Flag:  Non-entry “Cold Zone” entry only
Yellow Flag:  “Hot Zone” entry, with supervision of a regular volunteer nd/or
fire officer
Blue Flag:  Emergency Medical Technician/Paramedic

 
D.    Emergency Events
 

   1.      Reporting to the Incident:
                                          a. When an apparatus or team reports to an incident, staging manager, division or

group supervisors, they transfer their passport to the
Incident Commander/

Accountability Officer except as indicated below.  In these cases, the
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                                          a. When an apparatus or team reports to an incident, staging manager, division or
group supervisors, they transfer their passport to the

Incident Commander/
Accountability Officer except as indicated below.  In these cases, the

Primary Passport will remain on the dashboard of the
apparatus:

  i.    They are committed to the initial attack before establishment of a
  Command Post.

                                                                                ii. They are on or directed to a remote side of the emergency scene
before

     the establishment of a Division Supervisor. 
                                                                               iii. They are the only unit at the incident.      

                      b.  When first arriving companies that have not transferred their passports to a
         Command Position leave an incident area, they will report their status to

the          Incident Commander by radio or personal contact.  The Incident
Commander          will then direct the unit to a command function or new
assignment, where they

         will transfer their passports. 
   
    2.     During Emergency Incidents:

            a.    The Incident Commander will require the transfer and use of Passports at
every                          incident.
                          b. The Accountability Officer will record the time that companies/teams
go to and                 leave the staging area.
                        c.     When a company/team is relieved the supervisor will:

  i.     Return Passport (s) to Team Leader.

 ii.     Direct Team Leader to Staging or another assignment.
 iii.      Advise the designated Supervisor that a team has been directed to report
            to another Supervisor.  The receiving Supervisor WILL

                                                              ACKNOWLEDGE and record information on a Status Board. 
                                                                     

    3.     Roll Call:  Supervisors and Team Leaders will conduct an emergency roll call
            using the Passport System as follows: 

          a.     When a Supervisor presumes that a firefighter or team is mission or trapped,
the                          Supervisor will start rescue efforts as soon as possible at the last know
location.                          The IC will initiate a ROLL CALL of the emergency incident to
confirm the status                  of all personnel. EXAMPLE:  “Command to all
Divisions, an unidentified distress                      call has been transmitted; conduct a roll
call of all assigned units”. NOTE:                                     Whenever possible, roll call will be
conducted without the use of radio, in                        order to keep active frequencies
clear of traffic.   Roll call shall be called in                                                      the following scenarios:
                                               i.   When a team is relieved and transferred to another assignment.

  ii.     Before there is a change from offensive to defensive fire ground
        strategy.

              iii.     When there is a catastrophic change in the incident, explosions,
                          back draft, etc.

                            iiii.     When the IC or Supervisor determines that a need for a roll call exists.  
 
 


 


